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Sena-re ·Corruption Revealed
I am going to do something
that hurts, howver the things
that cause this hurt have long
been hurting-me, my friends,
and the entire Northeastern student body. I am going to tell you
that the Student Senate is corrupt, rotting at the core, and
that most people are not even
aware of it. I do this with all
humility for I feel as though I
am engaged in a great civil war.
The people concerned are by
brothers.
I was bribed the other day.
Between 2 and 3 p.m. on Tuesday, October the. 31st in the office of the Senate Treasurer, I
was offered the editorship of this
paper. the PRINT. The proposition- came from Bill Rzepka,
Senate Treasurer and Associate
Editor of the PRINT. The offer
was made by a man who the
I
e i o
Tom
Grossmayer, called upon to resign or undergo impeachment
from his office on the paper just
a week before. The offer was
made by a man who after doing
virtually nothing for 6 or 7
weeks ran his ass off the last
week to show involvement.
Rzepka's actionswere listened
to and supported by Bob
Kosinski, Senate President and
PRINT staff member. Their.actions saddened me. They are my
friends and I love them-they are
also representatives of all of the
students and they are failing us.
This instance is not one of a
kind; there · have been many
others. I will cover that once I
have dealt with the first charge.

I was given reasons. many
valid, why a change should be_
made. I was told that the PRINT
was not functioning and that
many of its editors were unhappy. There is truth in this but I
}ind it strange that concern for
the PRINT should be shown so
greatly by the chief officers of a
Senate that is in trouble and
whose senators are unhappy
with it.
Both Rzepka' s and Kosinski's
involvement with the PRINT is
minimal. Rzepka collects offices
like some people collect trophies
(it is the involvement in the office, not the having of it that is
important, just _ as it is the
achievement that wins the
trophy, not the object itself. that ·
is worthwhile); he had no real
intention of fulfilling his role on
the PRINT and has stated this.
Kosinski is · listed as a staff
member in deference to his past
work-3 years as Editor-in-Chief.
Neither offer more than token
effort.
· Back to the point of contention. I was told that w~ had to
start planning now to get support. and tha_t by January we
would be able to make the
switch. This would involve me in
a plot, cement my loyalty to the
political machine that exists
here at Northeastern, and effec. lively compromise my integrity.
Rzepka' s hurt by Grossmayer
would be repaid. the PRINT
would be in "friendly" hands •
and I would be involved so that I
w9uldn' t rock the boat in the

I

Senate· --this is feared as though meetings can constantly lack wrong that is hurting us all.
I am a friend, I speak my mind · qUQrem so that the officers get . Enougli sentiment - and emoand heart and could be to do just what they want and tionalism.. The fact remains that
dangerous to their control. Also. don' t complain about atten- there is a political machine in
the January timing would be ad~ dance . Funny how the " party" . existance at Northeastern. .It
vantageous as Senate office members all know what to vote was begun and built by others
elections take place then, , and on . when others in the Senate (fringe members such as Jacob
the "'party" would have made a don' t even understand the issues Shapiro) besides Rzepka and
sweep of all important student , and are thereby effectively Kosinski who now nurture it. It
offices.
divided (coaching by _· the of- has also been allowed by those
This all is just t~ tip of the ficer?) A lot of other things are of us who have _done nothing to
problem, the most recent cancer funny too, but I am not laughing. stop it. We must now stop it.
Northeastem. is not the City of
spot on the body politic. Rzepka Are youJ
is B.O.G . representative for the
Saying all of this is going to Chicago, or State X or County Y.
students of our campus. Fine; he cost me. I will lose friends, peo- Yes, we must realize that the
gets some trips and a chance at pie will not want to work with world is impure and that some
a valuable learning experience, - me because they'll be afraid student , faculty , and adbut what does he bring back to that I may expose some activity ministrative dealings will also
share with the other 10,000 stu- of theirs someday, and there are be, but we don't ~ve to condents, tfie faculty and the ad- those who will try and "get me." sciously plan to allow it.
We are a learning institution.
ministration--nothing really. It is hard to say these things
·Rzepka is chairman of the Fees about anyone, especially people Why should we not try to reach
and Allocations Committee (the who I really care for. These for the ideal, however impracmost · powerful Senate commit- people are not evil or cruel. they tical, so that we may learn to
tee) which handles the are just wrong and don't realize deal with the real? Why should
$3000,000.00 student activities it.
we not try to a ·eve the best
fees yearly. Funny how some
I like Bill Rzepka and Bob 'anything that we can? WwJ
1clubs
budgets go through Kosinski as well as the other should we not grow and
smoothly while others come people who are involved to challenge, for it is the quest
~ck time and again before they lesser degrees. I don' t want to itself that is important. not the
are approved . He is also hurt them, I just want to correct acquisition of the grail - as a
chairman of the Independant a wrong. I don't want to lose
mere possession?
CluQ Board. Funny how those their freiendship, but this-is proI have written this and I will
clubs get less hassles when pre- · bable. I will also be rebuked by stand by it. I will talk to anyone
senting their needs to Fees than others, those who will stand on who cares. I hope that some of
do other clubs, or how they get their side. _I will lose the you do.
Thank you.
prompt and generous service friendship of Lib, Bob's fiance. I
Dave Bachi
when requesting supplies of or doubt that I will be invited to
other wants to the Senate. dance at their wedding. I really ( NOTE : courtesy copies of this
Funny how the CICS senators .care for these people, and article were given to th~ followhave traditionally not shown up because I do I have to do ~ing people before publicationat meetings hurt aren't im- something--for myself, for them, Tom Grossmayer. Tom Hoberg.
peached as long as they vote for and f9r us all as students. I don't Joan · Nordberg, Dan Kieison.
Ronald Williams. Bill Rzepka.
the p_a rty . candidates during want all of these problems, I
elections. · Funny how Senate just want to correct a great and Bob Kosinski)

I
·
, I
·-------------------------,
UN I Opens Uptown
I
Due To The
1.
I
Tenants Rights Center I• Thanksgiving
I
1
Holiday

center coordinator, "especially ganiza tions involved . in intenants who cannot afford to vestigations such as those of
hire an attorney. We provide in- housing code violations and title
formation and assistance to te- searches.
Northeastern's Uptown Field
nants faced with evictions. lock,
outs, lack of heat. withheld Ce(!ter and the university· s
security deposits, building code criminarl justice program are
violations, and similar pro- co-sponsors of the new center.
The staff is made up of unblems."
iversity students in Uiese proThe center. she said. also pro- grams. Professor Kingsley
"We are open to all Uptown · vides · legal research assistance Clarke, an attorney. is faculty
residents. " said Nancy Katz. to tenant and community or- consultant ..

Northeastern Illinois has
opened an Uptown Tenant
Rights Center at 400'l North
Broadway to provide paralegal
assistance to· residents of the
Uptown community. The center
· is open, noon-8 p.m., Mondays
and . Wednesdays, and noon-4
p.m.. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays.

Cerebral Palsy
Bake Sale To
Be Held
On Tuesday, December 5, 1978
there will be a -bake sale, "The

Bakery" in the Village Square

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
purpose of this function will be
to raise money to contribute to
the United Cerebral Palsy

Telethon. The 20 hour telethon
will be seen on Channel 7
(WLS-TV) on Saturday and Sunday, December 30 and 31, 1978
from Chicago, Hollywood, Las
Vegas and New York. The proceeds from the telethon will· be
used for research on ending the
problem and ~ssential ca~ and
services for children and adults
afflicted by Cerebral Palsy.
Cerebral Palsy is a crippling
condition caused by damage to

I ,
I

I
I

1

PRINT
Will Not Pririt
Next Week. -

L--------------------~---the part of the brain which controls motion. Simplified it means
a person with this .condition may
not be able to walk or talk. to sit
upright, to hold up his or her
head or to use his or her lhands.
There are approximately
0000,000 individuals in the United
States and over 20,000 in the
Chicago area with this _condition.
The clubs on campus that are
sponsoring this activity ar-e the
Catholic Student Center, College

1

Youth Against Disabilities and
the Student Council for Exceptional Children. If any other
clubs or organizations ~re interested in helping with this
event or any other fund raising
project. please contact Adele
Greco in the Counseling Center
(extension 364( . The next meeting of the Cerebral Palsy Com~ttee will be Thursday, Nov- .
emberr 16, 1978 at 1 p.m. in
room CC-218.
·
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Cerny
In Response
WZRD and UNI.
to Bachi

To the Northeastern Communi- the Illinois Prisons and Jails
fy :
.
Project. along with two exAs a non-commercial. student offenders from the New African
radio station. WZRD is afforded Prisoners Organization ( Friday.
the luxury of being able to pre~ November 1lOl .
sent programs that deal with the
WZRD has always supported
kinds of issues that most other the activities of the school in
media ignore. This is ·due either •various ways which have inbecause of their controversial clµded frequent announcements
nature or , more likely than not. of upcoming -events and probecause all major media are grams. doing live broadcasts. inprimarily interested with in- terviews with faculty and staff
creasing their profits and are members. and even providing
more concerned · with ratings . background music for evening
than content. ( And the stations programs in the auditorium.
that do produce good public afSince Friday afternoons may
fairs shows only present them on
not
be the ideal time for you to
.early Sunday mornings or other
attend
these public affair
equally_poor times. I
·
forwns.
we
have now changed
I find it extremely disheartening that when WZRD goes out of the time to every other Tuesday
its way to reserve time and evening at 7:30 PM. These are
space in places like open forums and are being
Northeastern's Auditorium and broadcast live on 88.3 FM. but
Commuter Center· to present live audience support and response
public affairs forum shows. is essential in making the pr~
which need public input OI) very grams even more successful. We
are giving air-time for questions
serious issues which affect all
our lives ; the Northeastern Com- from the audience to the panel
munity ( including students. members at the closing of each
faculty. staff and community re- debate or discussion. ,
I· don't think it is asking too
sidents) have overwhelmingly
much
for you to be concerned
failed to support us by not showabout the problems of our
ing up or even bothering to take
society since they do affect you
a casual interest.
and together we can help change
Perhaps it is due to poor
them. We're doing our part so
publicity, or possibly a bad time
please do yours and attend these
cj day ( Fridays at 2 PMl but
sessions. If you have suggestions
certainly not to content. Recent for topics for future programs or
~live public affairs forums have
know some well qualified
included debates between one of
the vice presidents of Com- speakers that would consent to
monwealth Edison and the Bail- participate in these programs,
ly Alliance, an active, growing your ideas are more than
local anti-nuclear organi:r.ation. welcome and you should contact
oo the problems of ndclear either myself or Marie Mardell
power plants in Illinois (Friday. at the radio station (EXT 5181.
October 13) ; a discussioo of the Also, don't think you have to
employment situation and civil worlt in media to get your ideas
outbursts in Northern Ireland covered by the media. Our next
with Seamus Lyne , a trade un- program will be two weeks from
ionist who was recently elected this Tuesday, December 5. We
to the Belfast City Comcil~ and hope to expand this to a weekly
a discussion of the problems re- event, but your help is nel!ded
lating to our criminal, justice and your lack of support cheats
system, and specifically on the not only yourself but .our whole
condition at Pontiac State listening community.
Doug Pearson
Prison and other prisons in IlProgram Director
linois with Jeanette Musengo of

The R igt,t to Write
Dear Editor
Here at UNI, a · place of ·
learning experiences, I learned
how ignorant and inconsiderate
some people can be. I am refer. ring to the Classroom Building
and how a couple people chose
to change the decor. On one of
the main doors to the stairway a
very intense. frustrated. ignorant
writer decided to reveal his or
her feelings on a political situation in Puerto Rico. I noticed it
last week but didn't think too
much about it. Today, there was
another revelation, from another
frustrated, ignorant, and intense
young writer ; this reply was
written just below, on the door.
I can understand someone gett ing an uncontrollable urge to
write, to express his feelings
and views , for it happens to me
often . There is · a secret.
however, that I'd like to share
with these two ~riters, so be
sure to pay attention, the secret
is_.... .PAPER! That's right, un~lieveable as it . might ~m.
' mankind has come up with .this

substance _derived from trees.
Nqw I expect it might be dif.ficult for you two pen-pals to
break your correspondence on
doors. but you should really
make the effort. J ust think of
the benefits, paper is easier to
get into a · mail-box, and in the
long run it's a lot less postage.
Another benefit is you won't be
breaking the law on vandalism
charges , and you won't be
violating other people's rights by
shoving your opinion into their
faces ; you still woul_d have your
right .of freedom of speech and
press.
So as as a direct appeal to
frustrated writers everywhere
before this nonsense· goes any
further, use paper. If you do
want your opinion publically expressed, just- address it to the
editor of the PRINT. Who
knows , you might even get your
name in the paper; that is if
you' re ,not afraid to.

noticed. but the world tends to
Dear Editor,
One week ago today David think and write the way it likes
Bachi wrote an editorial con- regardless of your papal blesscerning the quality of my writ- ings.
"In The Twentieth Century"
ing style. In his opinion I offer
the readers of this newspaper- is written for the sake of enternothing more than "alliterative tainment. It is a literal diversion
diatribe ." which of course from the rest of the articles that
sounds more like a social dis- are published weekly, and it is
ease than an insult. Obviously I in no way written in the guise of
have not found a fan in the likes journalistic standards. I am
of Dave Bachi, but I would still quite aware of the styles of
like to respond to his comments. Royko, Greene, Thurber, etc ..
but I have no desire to plagarire
Dave-I think it best that YOU
a style. nor should you. As a
learn the difference between the
writer I am sure you are quite
worlds of journalism and enter- aware that the words either
tainment before you point a
come from within. or they do not
loaded typewriter at anyone. come at all. If my style does not
You have chosen to bless the
suit your taste, then I suggest
that you · refrain from reading
world with your journalistic
talents and I think it's wonwhat I write.
derful, but you must remember
It is true .that I have asked for
that what you write about is not
criticism of my column, and I
necessarily what I want to write
am quite happy to say that I
about. Maybe you haven't
have received my share with

DuaneCem)

Three Opinions In Reply
Dear Editor,
Bachi is a student on this cam1
In my opinion it is low pus and is entitled to use this
journalism for a staff member service. Regarding the one inch
of a newspaper to use the paper headline; it is my decision as to
to criticize a fellow staff what each headline reads if the
member . It is even lower author ·does not provide one. One
journalism when this is done was not provided by Dave for
through a letter to the editor. I his letter.
am talking about last week's let- Dear Editor,
ter by Dave Bachi referring to
I was sorry to see the article
Duane Cerny. (Please. · if you in last weeks paper entitledshould · print this, do not print "Duane Cerny." I don't know
either Duane's or Dave's name who had the final say-so as to
in inch high letters) .
what articles were put in the
I think you're lax in your job paper, but I think someone
as editor. You're supposed to should have thought about it a
" tie it all together," difficult as little more. The paper is not the
that may · be. You are supposed place for someone to take out
to use your good judgement, dif- his personal gripes on a fellow
ficult as that may be.
, student and in this case a fellow
1be paper is so full of intrigue, writer. . There is always the
that it lacks innovation. Ttie · choice of quietly mentioning it to
Print is surrounded by an aura that petson. Everi if what was
of " boring." What's being done written is true, it is impossible
about this?
to give constructive criticism in
Anne Stephans this manner.. It seems that the
Editor's Note: Letters to the article was written as " destrucEditor is a service provided by tive" criticism instead. I hope it
this paper to give the student · won' t become a weekly event.
Robert Miller
body a place to. speak out. Dave

To the Editor,
I would like to add an afterthought to a letter that I
wrote to Duane Cerny.
· Duane-I mean't no personal
attack; I too read the PRINT
and am interested in the quality
of journalism. I wrote to you in
public, as a staff member,
because the office has gotten
some mixed "to the editor"
replies to what you wrote but we .
don' t seem to print things like
that (or in reply to-what I or any
of us write\. It seems that a
good many people did not understand your writings as entertainment.
,

I did mention that your
thoughts were valid and your
form has to be of your own
choosing. Again, if my presentation was harsh or unthinking,
it was not jealous or personal ( I
don't even know you\. I would ·
be glad to have that cup of coffee-on me.
Dave Rachi

Please Note!
The Student Senate approved a change in its yearly survey to ask the
student population's opinion of how to distribute next years funds . Traditionally, a form is sent out to be returned to the Sena te. From this an indication is learned of how to spend the activity fees--that is , more or less
·money to CCAB for large scale activities, to the Media Board for increased publications. to the Fine Arts. and or to the Independent Club
Board.
However, this year the feeling was to try and reach people in person
and give them a chance to ask questions. To do this , the Senate will have
a table in Village Square on November 20, 21 , and 22 from 10 :00 am to
2:00 pm and 5:00 to 8:00 daily. Interested students should stop by and see ,
what' s happening. This survey will also be conducted at the four Centers .
~

. :· K~Uty:¢<>l!in$,.'

open arms. A constructive comment is worth more than a
thousand flat compliments and
also as statistically rare. I have
asked for comments from the
student body because I like to
write about whatever it is they'd
like to read. However, this is
purely an author-audience relationship. and your comments
written from a " staff ' point of
view are . hardly representative
of any living student body. Since
we are both members of the
PRINT staff. I find this entire
journalistic debate to be utterly
insane. The analogy may be
poor, but it is almost as if Mike
Royko were to backstab Irv
Kupcinet, or visa versa. Among
professionals this quite simply
"is not done." and so I refuse to
take part in this· verbal sword
fight.
Personally. I would rather
have discussed this topic with
you over a cup of coffee in the
cafe. but this evidently was not
what you wanted. Since you
chose to do your dirty latmdry
last Friday, I have ·decided to
change to brand X and not give ·
you the benefit of seeing your
name in inch high print. After
all Dave, it never matters wha1
they say, as long as they spell
your name right!
'
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P ~ , the offidal)y reeopir.ed student newspaper serving Nortb-

eutenl'llllnoia University, 5500 N. St. Louia Ave., Chicago,

m.

60625, is published each Friday during the regular "'2demic year.

Material published herein is not to be confused with views expressed
by the university administration.
The editors have sole authority governing ail material submitted
and resttrve...the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not aceep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material ·
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at iheir discretion, any letters to the editor, an-·
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material.
.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged.
1he office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is SSS-4050, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
doaed, call direct~-

Editor-in-chief . ... . . ... ..... .. .. . ........ .... .Tom Grosslnayer
. : Managillg ~ ... . ... .. .. . ... . ...... . . .. . . Diua L S.aden
Associate Editor . .. . . . .. .. . . . ... . .. . .... .. ... .Wllliam Raeplla
Co-Sports FAliters . . : ......... . . ... .Jolm Stepal, Diel' Qrgli•N
Photo Editor .. ... . .. ... .. . .. ... . ... ... . .George L ~ Jr.
Business Maager ... ... .. . .......... ..... .... .. .... Dave Bedli
Grapllic Editor ..... .. ...... . . . ... .. .·. . . . -·.... , ·.!Wart~
Faculty·Advisor . .. ..... . .. . ..... .... ..... . ..... . .Tom Hoberg
Staff: Kathy Collins, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, Ro~rt Kosinski,
Steve Romamski, A.B. Richards, Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss,
Dave Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy 1.iegler, Sue Nicol, Dave
Raulli, Duane Cerny, Robert Gerber.

Photographers.
Dick Quagliano, George L.
Raiman Jr. , Steve SaWlders, Rochele Gordon, Dave Doebler,
Arthur Misiewicz, Claire Costello.
Graphics; ~rge L. Raiman Jr., Mark Schultz.:
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Talent Show by
Exceptional Children
by Susan Nicol
Last . Thursday morning,
found myself sitting in Alumni
Hall. watching some students
from area grade schools
performing simple songs and
dances to the delight of an audience numbering 300 people. At
first glance, these kids appea~
to be typical school children.
1
They smiled sweetly. fidgeted a
. little, and tJ ied to conceal their
nervous excitement until after
the show. As I looked a bit
closer. I realired that these were
not ordidinary school childrenthey· were EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN. By exceptional, I
mean that they were able to
perform to their optimum level
of efficiency .
Afflicted with illnesses ranging from learning disabilities to
mongolism , these children
touched the hearts of everyone

who watched them and proved a
the " Tons of Talent" show
very important point. That point represented a significant conbeing that with a little en- tribution by the members of this
couragement, and attention and club. Accompanied by Sue
a great abundance of love. they Oakleaf, President of SCEC. who
could indeed develop towards played guitar, the show opened
, and closed with sing-along, cantheir fuller potential.
lt was very obvious that these ding and waltz and polka, as
kids were the recipients of a lot well as their own disco version
of caring, as this was reflected of " Saturday Night Fever." The
in the spirit and enthusiasm they schools participating in the
put into their program . talent show were Henry Homer,
Watching them perform was a Courenay, and Schubert, and the
very rewarding experience and ages of the participants was four
especially to their teachers who to eighteen . St . Mary of
put a great deal of time and ef- Providence school sent their stufort into the talent show. It is dents to be part of the audience.
quite amazing to realize the Two clowns added laughs and
limited abilities that these stu- fun to the show. the the TLE Litdents and teachers worked with;
tle Sisters donated taffy apples
however, the difficulty in over- and buttons which were given to
coming them was hardly ap- each of the children after the
program. It was nice to see the
parent.
Sponsored by the .COI.Ulcil for joy spread by these special and
Exceptional Children of beautiful children-it was conNortheastern Illinois University,
tagious!!
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announcements l\

There are 2 vacancies on the Parking Appeals Board. Any interested students should contact Robert J . Kosinski in room E-210 or
at ext. 501.
There will be a meeting for all those interested in fencing. as a
hobby, or as a sport, on November 28. 1978 in S-229. You need not be
good or experienced. just interested in meeting new people and
learning about fencing.
The UNI Health Service would like to thank all the people who
came and supported the blood drive on October 24. The school set a
one-day record high of 99 pints of blood collected. This was much
better than the goal of 75 pints of blood.
Many thanks to all the clubs who lent support. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity, and the T.K.E. Little Sisters. to Lamda Sigma Alpha
sorority, and to the R.A.T.S.
All donors can now pick up their Red Cross Donor Cards in the
Health Service office. The next blood drive is scheduled for
February 14. so have a heart and assistants. and give some blood.
OPENING SOON! Sculpture works by Moira Geoffrion will be on
exhibit a t the North River Community Gallery. our university
· gallery. 3307 W. Bryn Mawr. from Nov. 21 to Dec. 20 Opening reception will be held from 5 to 8 p.m .. Nov. 21. Everyone is welcome .
Talmud Torah Jewish Bible Study will meet Tuesday. Nov. 21.
1978, in room 3044 of the Classroom Bldg. Sponsored by KL.AL
YISROEL . All are welcome.
LILY FRANDZEL - Region Coordinator a.t the Local Level Board
Chairman for Media and Publicity of National Tourette Syndrome
Association of Bayside. New York. speaks Noffmber ZS. in Ledllft
Hall 100:Z from 1-3 pm!! SCEC invites anyone who is interested in
diseases of the mind to attend!
·•talk on "TOURETTE SYNDROME''

The UNI Newman Center at 5450 N. Kimball is the gathering place
of the Newman (Catholic Student) Community. a recognii.ed club at

Northeastern. It is. however, open to all students. This weeks activities include:
Saturday - 7:-30 pm
Catholic Mass (eucharistic liturgyl with ETC.
Saturday - 9:00 pm
"Kaleidescope" by ETC . (song/mime troupe\
Monday- 6:00 pm
Newman Thanksgiving dinner (bring side dishl
Monday - 7:30 pm
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday - l.:00 pm
Piu.a Hour 25f a slice
Wednesday - 7:30 pm
Eucharistic Liturgy to express thanks to our God
( bring twp canned goods for the poor l

MOTHERS
STUDENTS:
WE NEED YOU
Your apare time Is worth
top Jay to you.,
Typists ·
'Key Punch

Figure Clerks
FIie Cierks
. Switchboard 01)9f11tora

Fleceptlonlata
BoolckNpers

·

TEMPORARY GIRL
A division of
Temporary Service

!!ICU N. Cicero,

Chicago 545-'413
. . . GolfRoacl,
Skokie en-1111 ,
3150 DH Plalnn Ave.,
DN Plalnn 2N-GIIO
. T7 W. WMhl"fton,

Chicago 372-3311

BONUS GIF.TS

ACCOU N r 1r~G AND
FINANCE MAJORS
l I T us Hf LI' 'y ()l J fl I Ar J
1\Hl i\D TU BE C0'.1E. A CPA

1/3oFUSA.
-j

TECHNOLOGY '79, will bring
together in their words,
:/ tllousands Q( Q~fe~ buye_rs
from the West and Third

The course will include self-assessment to select areas of interest
that can be explored for possible career development. Students
through direct contact will examine the role of educators in a variety of non-school settings. Readings and research will enable the student to become familiar with specific requirements for entry and
promotion for educators in such settings. There will be opportunity
for students to become familiar with the organizational structures
and purposes of organizations in both the public and private sector
of the economy.
The course, INMD 201 reference 24991. will be offered during the
Winter session, Tuesdays from 4:00 pm to 6:45 pm in room 3100 of
the Classroom Building. The course is limited to 15 students so that
individual attention can be guaranteed. For further information call
Gertrude Meyers. 8286.

Wednesday night, 7 pm. Lecture Room 1002 in Classroom B,!Jilding
"Magic Moments in Movies." a special guest lecture by Mr. Charles
Boos. is open to all. Screenings of sequences from many short films
to show how films amuse and abuse the viewer. Mr. Boos is a cofounder of the Midwest Film Conference. and President of the film
distribution company. VIEWFINDERS. His entertaining and
enlightening, presentation will start at 7 p.m. and run till 9:45 p.m.
This is a part of the course. Film as an Art Form. offered by the
Speech and Performing Arts Dept.
·

A REMINDER!!!
CHICAGO
Blue Island
Des Plains

312-263-4952
312-229-5523
312-229-5?23

CLASSES BEGIN NOV 27

Over 100 of the largest
weapons producing companies
are meeting in Rosemont, II. on
February 18-21, 1979. This "arms
bazaar", DEFENSE

The College of Education is offering a new course. ROLE OF
EDUCATORS IN NON-SCHOOL SETTINGS. Interested in teac;hing
but not in a school setting? Find out about. education as a profession
outside the traditional school.
The Role of Educators in· Non-School Settings ,(Course INMD 201.
reference number 24991) will explore educational responsibilities in
business, industry. _social agencies. community organizations and
recreational centers.
The course will include self-assessment to select areas of interest
that can be explored for possible career development. Students
through direct contact will examine the role of educators in a variety of non-school settings. Readings and research will enable the. student to become familiar with specific requirements for entry· and
promotion.

UNI SKI. THE NORTHEASTERN SKI CLUB will have its organizational meeting Tuesday. Nov. 21. 1978 at 1:00 pm in room
A-112. Come and ski with your fellow students and the faculty and
staff of Northeastern. It's · a lot more fun and cost a lot less. too.
Let's do it together this winter.

Study in Guadalajara, Mexiro in the suriuner of 1979. Western Illinois University will accept a limited number of qualified students
in its program, July 1 to August 4. Students may earn up to 7
semester hours. Prerequesite : Intermediate Spanish. Total cost. excluding transportation : $400. For complete information and references from former students. contact : Department of Foreign
Languages, Western Illinois University, Macomb. Ill. 00455.

"Arms Bazaar,"
Defense
Technology '79

The Student Fees Survey will be held in Village Square_ on November 20, 21. and 22 from 10 :00 am to 2:00 pm 'and 5:00 pm to 8:00
pm. This survey will also be held at the four centers.

s.cr.tari..

Juniors and Seniors with media and journalism backgrounds are
invited to apply for part-time internships at WLS-TV and full-time
internships at CBS-TV. Applicants forms are in C~i18. Speech and
Performing Arts Dept. Interviews must be scheduled prior to the
end of the term.
equus is an electrifying. probing journey into the twisted mind of a
seventeen-year-old stable boy who has plunged a steel spike into the
eyes of six horses. EQUUS is a psychological drama that goes one
step further. Then another. Then another. EQUUS is a theatrical experience that will keep you on the edge of your seat. Spellbound. An
adult drama by Peter Shaffer. Fridays through Sundays. The
Des Plaines presents EQUUS. 620 Lee St .. Des Plaines. For information and _ticket reservation, call 29&-1211 between noon and 8 p.m.

ATTENTION: ALL. RETURNING ADULT AND TRANSFER
STUDENTS: (R.A.T.S.)
Please return your questionaires in the drop-off boxes at the 3 main
locations listed below :
Community Services B-108
Counseling Center B-115
Admissions/ Records "Old Library"
Your opinion is valuable so please voice your opinion and help us to
fulfill your needs and provide more services for you as Returning
Adult and Transfer Students.

Psi Chi will be sponsoring a pot luck get together this Sunday. November 19, at the Unnerstall residence (2435 W. Foster Ave. in
Chicago) . Our honored guest for the evening will be our illustrious
Chairperson. Dr. Bob McFarland. who will share with us his experiences during his year sabbatical in Ghana. Africa. It has also
been hi_nted that he will offer us a sneak preview of some of the pictures he took during the year. Festivities will begin around 6:00 p.m.
It will be a pot luck dinner (BYOB). RSVP : X671 or 784-3154.
FREE FLU SHOTS are available for persons 60 years of age and
over at the Senior Citizen's Office at 5601 N. Pulaski (Old MTS) Call
744-5729 for dates and times.

World" . to a supermarket of
destruction . The most
sophisticated and destructive
weapons wiU
be offered for
sale. without concern for foreign
policy. Both "hardware"
(weapons) · and "software"
(military strategy and tactics)
will be featured. The State of the
Art in defense will be on display
with the entire range of military
manufacturing represented from
missles to infantry, from the
most sophisticated electronics to
t11 e m o s t e f f e c t i v e
flamethrowers and tear gas.
The event, previou's ly
-~~ulE:<f for _May of . 1978 in
Miami Beach has been brought

to Illinois. Technical reasons
were cited for the change: an
outraged Miami Beach citizenry
raised such a barrage of protests that municipal officials
withdrew their approval.
Many people from throughout
the Chicago Metropolitan area
are organizing to oppose this
arms fair for the O' hare Exposition Center. It is disgraceful,
during an era when President
Carter has called for deescalation of the worlds arms
race, that the biggest, private
(the general public is not invited) weapon convention in history should take place in Rosemont.

What can you do? Letters of
concern will be accepted from
both Donald E . Stephens. Mayor
of Rosemont, 6124 N. River Rd.,
Rosemont, II. 60018:,and Charles
Percy, United States Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510.
Beginning Saturday November
11, and continuing thru February
18, 1979, WZRD will present a
community forum on the controversial "arms bazaar" at
noon of each Saturday till 12 :45
PM and of course, input from
the student body is welcomed.
WZRD has a frequen frequency
of 88.3 on FM.
For more details contact Bob
or Ron at ext. 518.
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This is a guide to inform you of just some of the unique programming that WZRD offers its listeners throughout the week. In addition
to these programs, WZRD operates on a policy of progressive free
form and thematic programming. Our intention is to provide our
listeners with music and information of the type which is not now
available from commercial and even other non-commercial stations
in our listening area.
ON FRIDAY, November 17
WZRD will present the Gray Panther Radio Collective. This is a
rebroadcast of the show produced at the University of Illinois' Circle
Campus radio station. The show is totally produced by members of
the collective and features music, interviews, community announcements and other information in a magazine style. ·u begins at 2:00
p.m. and runs between one and two hours.

MAGIC

SATURDAY, November 18
A discussion of the "ARMS BAZAARS" " Defense Technology '79. "
This program was brought about because of strong community protest regarding this arms exposition planned for February ' 79 in
Rosemont. Illinois.At this arms fair .sales representatives from
military manufacturers will meet with international arms buyers for
the purpose of buying those weapons. thus escalating the arms race.
Several prominent community spokespersons will be interviewed on
this show which will run every Saturday from now until February,
beginning at 12 noon. The show is approximately 45 minutes long.

ATERRIFYING LOVE STORY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS

MAGIC
1

SUNDAY, November 19
Every Sunday evening beginning at 6: 00 p.m .. WZRD presents
" Women with Wings," a feminist radio collective which produces
excellent radio shows that deal with women' s issues. news. community announcements, poetry and interviews. They play women's
music exclusively and seek to promote women positively and also
give exposure to local women musicians in the Chicago area. Until
lOp.m .
MONDAY, November 20
Beginning at 3:00 p.m., WZRD will present "The Shah and We."
This program deals with the way the Shah of Iran spends his money
in the US to benefit his regime. Fifty-two minutes long.
At 7:00 p.m., WZRD presents a program on "Pentagon Waste--A
Target for Taxpayer Revolt. " Thirty minutes.
TUESDAY, November 21
At 3:00 p.m .. WZRD will present a program on " State Terrorism."
Terror is a primary weapon of the nation-state. It permits its agents
· or supporters to lie, steal, torture, even kill without punishment.
This is the normal operation of all states. In America, for example, •
· the prison system, police, practioners of psyc~urgery, and the
military all use terrorism to maintain a fearful and docile populace. ·
Thirty minutes.
WEDNESDAY, November 22
Beginning at 7:00 p.m .. " 23 Billion Burgers to Earth." From a
base of poor diet, low-wage, non-union-labor. and heavy advertising,
McDonald' s is changing the American experience of food.
McDonald's accounts for 31% of all restaurant advertising; 96% of
American children recognize Ronald McDonald. The program
zeroes in on the company's plans for the future, methods of food production, employee training and labor• practices. and the mounting
community opposition to its stores and its very active political in- ·
volvement . An informative and entertaining examination of Big Mac
and its competitors. 58 minutes.
THURSDAY, November 23
.
At 3:00 p.m. "Building Navy Ships : A Billion Dollar Tax Dodge. "
Thirty minutes.
~t 7:00 p.m. "The Poetry of Work." How people hate their jobshow people love their jobs-how people work--an audio anthology of
new poetry about work by workers. Thirty minutes.
At 7:30_ "The Reggae Show" features imported music from the
Carribbean and also features news and upcoming events related to
our friends in the south. Unti1'9:00 p.m.
·

ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXE'CUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WIUIAM GOLDMAN, ·
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
PRIN1S ft( DE WXF ~

fRI~¼I

.I

New Masters
Program at UNI
by Siddy Ziegler
. The Instructional Media
~ters program coordinated

The Instructional Media
"Masters Program, coordinated
by Dr. Michael Belieia •and ap.

9

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH AT ATHEATER NEAR 'fOU
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS '

Person-Wolinsky CPA Review Courses
Wait for our Mid-February Start

Don't let other COUl'NS "pa,lc" you into stating now. Our
candidates' success proves it's Just not necesaay. Why down and stat forgetting information long before tha 1tum
,takes place?
With other coul'Ms you may leave your best efforts in tha
classroom. We teach you how to bring them into tha exam
room.

OUR SURVEY INDICATES

/3-~
Passing
Rate

Our program teaches you to pas~
Unlimited review sessions are provided. These are available at the candidate's convenience. And 'thay are available
right up to the exam date.

IT ALL WORKS • ASK ANY ONE OF OUR
THOUSAND_S OF SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE SAMPLE
usE THE HANov couPoN eELow

...in less time
at less total cost
••

.

OR CALL (312)481-7389

r-----p:,:,-:;_-;;;.~-CPA.;;;:-;-45-,;;~n:;;;;;,-IL-~------1

AMERICA'S
MOST

1
1

I

•~•r - · ·

1AM1Nrraesreo1NPa,i>,R,,,G,oR

I

THE FOLL OWI NG EXAM~

0.t.CCOUNTING

OTH[ O? Y

AOOf.E SS -- -

------

I

UP-TO-DATE J
nw,
c,rv.- ~ ---- - - - - - ·-- - - :I
CPA
II
I
REVIEW
I... __________________ .:::::..-..::-.:=-.:..------------- ··- 1I
0 :,:~'.\',:::

--=

Plf.ASEfOWMl; :
UW.or~l ,"l. !ormr.! 1o nr.h;:>ullh,: cotr•r.:

~TATE _ _ _ __

_ _ __

___ _.__ ZI P _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

r----------------~--------------------,
Last Chance To See
,

Lovers and Other Strangers
FRI. NOV. 17 - 7:30 pm

I
·I
I
I

SAT. NOV. 18-- 7:30 pm

Tickets at Little Theater Box Office
TICKETS

WZRD is currently broadcasting only from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday thru Friday and 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. on weekends. This is only
because we don't have the staff to go 24 hours a day . If you are interested in becoming a member of the staff. either on the air basis
or otherwise. your help would be appreciated. If you have any ideas
for future programs tell ' us. or come to the weekly staff meetings
every Thursday at 1:00 p.m . at the station. Come see what we're
about.

~

c,,,. _c-.,...

·

$2.50 - General Admission
$1.25 - Students and Senior Citizens

FREE WITH UNI ID

L-------------------------------------J
proved by the Board of Higher
tional Media, which was formerEducation in Septeml:>E:r '78, is
ly only an undergraduate minor
at UNI, is an' important program
already in progress.
in which to attain a Masters
Instructional Media prepares
degree. '' Instructional Media
people to be. audio visual
teaches skills which will be of
coordinators, school librarians
help at many jobs" he said.
and Instructional Media
The Instructional - Media prospecialists in elementary and
secondary schools. The · pregram maintains a lab (2-0.54) .
requisites consist of a B.A.
available to all UNI students
who want to learn to run off ditdegree and 12 hours in the
Instructional Media department. . to copies, make transparencies
and learn -110w t-0 operate audio
Dr. Belicia feels that lnstruc-

·~-,-, .-..~ -~ ·. .: .')..:/~ , , ::. \ :

•l.-:t . .

vi,s ual machinery. A iab attendant is available to assist the
student However everyone must
bring his Qwn material. Instrtuctional Media is the
first new Masters program since
1972 and Dr. Belicia worked
very hard for its approval.
" This is a long awaited program and a nwnber of students
who have been waiting patiently
to begin their Masters work here
can finally do so". he said.
,

I
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THANKSGIVING
DINNER

Off The Track

The Taient pf Competition?
by Donald Cwwiecki
Thee's no business like show
business and the Fifth Annual
Talent Show sponsored by CCAB
was no exception. Perhaps it's
time for someone to take the
" business" out of it.

, First, to set the records
straight, this article is not -intended to criticize the talent or
hara work put into the show by
all the students involved. Ac-tual!y, it will take a look at one
major flaw.
The show is held annually.
done by and for the students.
and is free to the students.
Therefore. CCAB is providing a
serviQe to the university through
it's talent show. The purpose. as
a whole. is a respectable on~.
Unfortunately. there is the one
flaw that should be looked at a
little more closely and should
actually be discontinued in the
future. The flaw being referred
to is the practice of choosing

competition is behind it.
winners .
Now as if there aren' t -enough
It seems that any student or
group of students who willingly
pressures in school, let alone the
world. the talent show causes
work on this type of in-school
c-ompetition within the
production must do it for a reperformer. This competition.
ason other than winning. A good
however. js m uch more
reason would be one where the
performer achieves a sense of treacherous .
Presumably. all the students
accom plishment when he or she
involved worked hard on their
gets a response from the auparticular acts to improve them
dience .
Any student who performs as much as possible before the
solely for the purpose of winning 'show. Although the effect may
is not a performer in the true not be obvious. when someone
sense of the word. It would •ap- else is chosen as "better" it is a
pear that commercialism has blow to the performer's ~lftaken hold of this performer. ·
confidence. This is why there
Getting back to the point. shouldn't be any winners.
Choosing winners takes away
talent shows of this nature involve a good deal of competi- from the fun and the spirit intion . Competition is useful volved in putting on a show.
because it gives people the in- Performers are supposed to· be a
;centive to do their best. Un- special kind -of people who enjoy
fortunately. everything is com- performing for others. Although
petitive today. Whether it be winning the cash provides a re- ·
grade point averages. the job asonable incentive for students.
market. or the mad scramble to would we be giving the incentive
have all the money possible to the "right" students?

All those who have no one with whom to
celebrate are invited to a holiday
celebration -(especially foreign and outof-state students)
-

THURSDAY, NOV. 23 from 2-5 pm
UNI Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball
Spon sored by the "Alternatives" studyaction group
Please call 583-6109 by 5 pm , Tue?day,
Nov. 21 if interested

N.ortheastern Does Have
A Stage. Center
Northeastern Illinois University. 5500 N. St: Louis Avenue in
Chicago may not be the
Schubert but it can boast of a
t heater " that's just like
downtown," (only a bit smallerl .
The Stage Center ( as it is
. known) has all the attributes of
a professional intimate
playhouse--lighting. raised seat"
ing for 109 people. a theatrical
sound system, a stage that's visible from every angle. and a
carpeted lobby designed to resemble those of the newest su~
urban playhouses.
. .
. .
Origmally ~It m early 1960
and renovated Just last year. the
thea~r has offered_over l~ pro~10ns. As_ there 1s no b~ghtly
lit marquee many area residents
might not be award ~ the
theater and ~ prof~1onally
~ged _prod~1ons· that 1t offers
nght 1n their own backya_rd.
Also, ~lenty . of f~ parking
space IS avpllabl~ Just a few

ISRAELI BAZAAR
Middle Eastern Food!!
Thursday,Nov.30; 1978
12 Noon to 3 pm

Come to the Village Square

steps away from the theater Readings from Edgar Allen
Poe will be seen on January 11.
door.
To enjoy this professionally 12, and 13. This offering will be
styled theater one can see directed by Jerry Bloom and
Sponsored by Students for Israel
several productions throughout will . also be on tour to high
the school year:· The Stage schools. Ugly Pieces. directed
Players will present Lovers and by Richard Hesler. also in reOther Strangers, directed ~Y Dr. hearsal now. will be ready for
iames W."'Barushok. It-is now in presentation on January 26. 1-7-;
rehearsal. This comedy features and February 2 and 3.
· several vignettes based around
the affairs of the heart and can - The Stage Center also accombe compared to the popular TV modates musical productions.
series, ' ' Love American Style."
The musical Allegro. another
,.
It opens
Friday,
10, Fri- Stage . Players production, will
and career planning advisors
day, Nov. 17 and will play, on · play on March 16, .17, 21. 24.
The student employment of- (five · of. whom are . peer
. Sab.1J:day: :Nqi,: _11, Wednes4ay.
. AU --of the performances held fice has been moved from counselors-trained .for career adNov. ·15; ThursiJay. Nov. 16 and -in , ;the ' Northeastern Illinois Financial Aid to Career Services " visement). the Office is
Saturday. Nov. ·1a at ·7:30 .p.m. · University's theater. (The Stage to place the focus not only on fortunate to have the.assistance
each evening.
/
center) are ,available to or- survival t):lrough earnings but of a profession placement
The Stage Cen~r ..is- ~ by ganizations for theater parties directing students to jobs that specialist from the Illinois Job
several co-rurncular program.5 and for group ticket sales. For · hopefully enrich their education Service assigned to aUNI on an
Qf the Department of Speech and
further information contact: and help them along their . experimental basis. The specific
Performing Arts at NIU. The InDurward Redd. Director of the chosen career paths. <If , the goal of_the experiment is to imterpretative Theatre group will
Theater Department of career path is still tmeertain, prove the quality and frequency
present Dandelion Wine.
Northeasterh ·Illinois University. help is-offered there. too.I
of student placement. (primarily
direct~ by Mary Cay '.·Roil!erts. _ 583-4050 ext. 533 (theatre box ofThe new office is located in part-time) .
on December 7, a. 13. 14. 15, 16.
£ice phone) .
D-024 (lower level of the Old
In future issues of PRINT. we
will be giving more details on
employment/ carefr planning
~
Office ·of Student Employment services and introducing key inand Career Planning.
dividuals facilitating the proAlong with UNI employment cess.

Better Jobs
For UNI Students

on

Nov.

r***********~*****************************I
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** ~~~~~i~u:r:=: d~~~as:; ;r~:
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#
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I Time reveals ~tories
I

I Of how it has been
f ._
I And ·s1owly they turn
:·
# To how it can be
:
i And it pleases me to know
!
i T11at you've sh~red them with me.f

*
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Happ.y Birthday, I*
Love Tom
**
I*~
.
. *
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SPRING, . SUMMER, '
FALL INTENSIVES

~CURSES STARTINGTHIS MONTH:
GRE
EXT MONTH: - - ~T, SAT, LSAT
62l6 N. Clark
Chicag9 1 Ill 60660
( Jl 2_}?~-5l 5l

For Information About Otller Cltlterl
In MljDr US Citltl I Altroad
Outlkll NY Stltl
CML TILL flll: 111-111·1'11
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Deposit $300 or more in a new or ex,isting Albank savings
account**, and get a sporty Albank cap or muffler FREE,
along with highestpassbook savings interest. Or deposit
$300or more in l al new! Albanklchecking ! aceou.ntt to
receive your FREE cap or muffler. If you'd like a matching
set, both are available for just $2.50, with a deposit of $300
to either checking or savings. The cap fits all sizes and the

fringed muffler is 6 feet long. Warmly knit, boldly striped iri
royal blue, white and gold. Together they're a value that
· will be snapped up fast. So stop in soon, because our supplies are limited. Get your ·muffler or cap, and if you 're
opening a new checking or passbook savings account,
we'll handle all the details for you. Let Albank keep you
and your money snug all winter long !

.ALl3AN~O
*National Association

Serving your financial needs for a quarter of a century,
~ Albany Bank & Trust Company N.A. •
Albank Plaza • 3400 West Lawrence Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60625
Phone: (312) 267-7300

Member FDIC
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buttered

papcarn
b•. Dan Peanon.

SLOW DANCING IN THE BIG
CITY is not a movie for cynics.
Its director is a specialist in
creating fairy tales .
John G . Alvidsen's . previous
films include ROCKY, WW AND
THE DIXIE DANCE KINGS,
SAVE THE TIGER and JOE. all
of which feature primarily
down-and-outers. or those who
are operating · on the fringes of
respectable society, in situations

ing mawksih, warm without being m ushy. The fragility of the
romance will not tolerate· the
slick and the callous among us.
It's a small. gentle movie that
asks for a n audience to believe
that within the brick and bustle
there is a little heart left in the
Big Apple .
In order to get exactly what he
and screenplaywriter Barra
Grant wanted, Alvidsen also

~ e d newspaperman wbose
~ft heart is exposed in bis tender bWDMI _
interest stories, WGl"ks at
his cluttered desk in "Slow Dancing in tbe Big City."
where they immerge triumphant served as the editor, camera
to various-degrees.
operator, and co-producer of the ·
Rocky' s going the distance, film . The extra attention pays
the Hippie massacre in Joe. or off.
WW outwitting the Preacher
You can' t help rooting for
may_not be classic Hans Chris- Sorvino' s character. The guy
tian Anderson. but they are rare who writes about reuniting
strong fables for our times. His Eskim os with redheaded bar
latest picture. though. is right hostesses who met on the Alaska
out the established canon of the pipeline or primary . school
Princess and the Frog collec- junkies with a talent for drumtion.
ming, needs ,and certainly dePaul Sorvino plays a hefty serves a little happiness with an
middle-aged columnist for a enchanting ballerina.
New York daily whose path
Anne Ditchburn, who was
cross es with a "natural awarded _ the part of A he
spellb1nder" who danced ( Anne ballerina over nearly four hunDitchburn) . a real life ballet dred actresses; appears in a moLoo Friedland (Paul Sorvino) , a

"From ·: MSnhattan

to Middle Earth"
format. Note that I say part of and his diverse army of uninitiated there will be a certhe trilogy. Devotees to the writ- animators will not coincide with
tain amount of confusion as to
ten version will be -anxious to everyone's imagination.
the names of characters, their
learn how the .enormous content
It has been said that true identities, the destinations
of the Rings saga could be . WIZARDS was the first draft for
and the general relationships.
squeezed into a single film. The this project. A project, incidenSome of this confusion is comanswer is that it couldn't.
pounded by the illustrators,
tally, J hat the Walt Disney peothemselves. Gandalf the Gray is
The film was rumored to be ple refused to tackle. By tL5ing a
shown in two separate install- technique which involves the use pictured looking too much like ,
ments, the second of which was of live-action film , enlarged and Saruman the White. The Hobbits
supposedly to be shown in the hand drawn, Bakshi expands the also seem to meld into a single
face , except for Samwise
swnmer of 1980. But word not frontiers of animation.
Gamgee.
This
technique
was
used
with
has it, that the remaining part of
THE LORD OF THE RINGS,
the journey to Mordor will not less success in WIZARDS in
even · be assembled unless part which the live action scenes at two hours and eleven minutes
·could be easily traced to pre- is one of the most ambitious proone is financially successful.
vio us films , ie . ZULU . . jects of animation. Bakshi does
The movie, as it now stands. ALEXANDER NEVSKY. For step on a few toes. After all, recovers " The Fellowship of the THE · LORD OF THE RINGS, ducing Treebeard the Ent to a
Ring" and a little less than half Bakshi shot his own black and mere walk-on did vex this
of " The Two Towers." It con- white movie first complete with writer. But considering all the
cludes with the Battle at Helm's ferocious battles and castle obstacles overcomt and the accomplished artistry involved
Deep for one group of the sieges.
( not to r:n~ntion the poster and
The
battle
scenes
dominate
Fellowship and leaves Frodo.
record tie-ins) it should do
Sam and the exceedingly scuzzy the film. Bakshi never seems to
rather well.
Gollum before they reach the miss an opportunity to apply a
Black Gate. the entrance to
Mordor.
Now that you have been informed of one of the major com.plaints of the movie. I'll go on to
say that those who are unfamiliar with the works of J.R.
Tolkien and the realm of Middle
Earth are in for a colorful. extremely picturesque package
tour. If-this-is-Tuesday-it-mustbe-Rohan approach is palatable
but riot quite satisfying.
In the environment of fantasy
one will conceive certain images
and ideas on how a particular
creature or character will appear. The mind of -Ralph Bakshi

falls

Sam, Frodo and Gollum in the marshes from "Tbe Lord of the Rings."

dancer by profession. when she
moves into the apartment across
the hall.
They have a lot'in common,,as
each lives alone in New York
City, and are prone to talk to
themselves. Relationships have
began on less.
Sure there are complications.
She has a former disgustingly
rich suitor who still hangs
around, a basic distrust of men
who eat corned beef and a constant battle with physical pain,
for which she refuses to seek
medical advice.
He eats corned beef.
SLOW DANCING IN THE BIG
CITY is sentimental without be-

tion picture for the first time.
She succeeds in portraying the
siightly spoiled and exceedingly
dedicated and gifted dancer who
captures the columnist's heart.
If there are those who believe
the Bible was written in order to
keep - Cecil B. DeMille and
Charlton Heston employed,
there will not be as many who
believe that THE LORD OF
THE RINGS was conceived for
the express purpose of Ralph
Bakshi could make a movie out
of it.
The director of FRITZ THE
CAT has however completed
part of Tolkien' s trilogy in his
own original and animated

Anne Ditcbburn is Sarah Gantz, the briUiaat dancer who
in love
witb a tough newspaperman in "Slow Dancing in tbe Big City."
In a way the movie had better
battleaxe or a long sword into an
animal-f~ced Ore. The fluidity of succeed or THE LORD OF THE
the movement is one of the RINGS PART II will never be
highest achievements that is due made . It seems ludicrotL5 that
where there was so much money
to the director.
Those unfamiliar with the already spent that Bakshi could
Trilogy should bring .along a afford such a cheap shot ending.
translator, if possible. This For that one e ror he should be
should' t be too difficult as more sentenced to a round of tag with
than twenty million readers a Balrog in the mineshaft of his
have bought the book. For · the · own choos~ng.

Tbe Wizard Gandolf, one of the Nine Compa~ ht "Tbe Lord of the Rings."

.

,
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black w /white feet & chest.
Female 13 mos.. black & orange
colors . intermingled .' Call :
2784768.

For
Sale
FOR SALE
1973 Ford Station Wagon - P /S
A/C P /8 . Good Condition. $1195
or best offer. Call after 3:30 631-7553.
FOR SALE
1976 Honda 550 Super Sport Excellent Condition. 7000 miles.
$1200 or best offer. Call Tim
before 3:30 at 775-8000 x516. after
3:30 631-7553.
FOR SALE
Sewing Machine- Necci Bumira
Model with Buttonholder & other
attachments ; desk-type cab.
w/ hideaway seat. $75 - Call
685-2666 after 6 p.m .
'72 914 Porsche 5-speed Am-Fm
radio, rear defrost . tinted glass.
new muffler and clutch. flog
lights. Michelin tires. ULTRA
RELIABLE . Asking $3'. 200.00 Call 889-3784.

FOR SALE : Two G-78-14 .Snow
. tires on wheels. Asking $50. Call
Greg 772-9889.
FOR SALE: " Conn" Organ for
sale. Like new. Call after 6:00
p.m . 68.5-3158.

Dogs and Cats
•••
SHELTIE PUPS
6 months, shots done, nedutering
available. Homes must be found
by mid-December, or they will
be ,d estroyed. For more infonnation : 728-9282, between 7 and
11 :30 a .m . or between 5 and 10
p.m .

***
PETS
2 cats free to gpod home. Must
have other pets. · these have
never been alone. Male 10 mos..

1](3~rn
'

•

,1·s

o,l'

°'\\E
t.E~

1

t ..

.......t
SEASON RENT AL - FORT
LAUDERDALE PIER 66 one
bedroom condo - 10th floor all
facilities included - Jan. l March 30, $3,000. 827-$78.-SEASONAL RENTAL - FORT
LAUDERDALE nr. beach and
transportation. Furn. home sips.
6 & one bd. cottage monthly
terms. 827-6978.

Personals

5•iill~ "" ·

The Psychology Department's
Career Planning Center provides
job-matching services for
Psychology majors looking for
immediate · full or part-time
employment in the field. Come
to S313-B or call ext. 676, 668.

******
'
~ N. S"ERlD~M ~o.
CtilCAGO!

a

One of the local colleges is looking for a woman with Oriental or
Asian features for an advertising promotion set-up. If you are
interested. please call Gert
Edelheit, 520/521. You will be reimbursed for this work if you
qualify.

Bob from the yearbook.
You're really cute! IVE GOT
MY EYE ON YOU! Watch for
further personals!
Lady Poet

To all you wild and crazy people.
Come one. come all the
ADONIS " SCHLEMS" disco
mixer. Wed . Nov. 22, 8:00
Parkv i ew Villa. 6155' W.
Fullerton. $2.00 donation. Plenty
of guys and girls for all .
- - Macho Tom
and-Macho Dean-Becky Gronner.
Happy 24th Birthday.
Love your
baby sister
Debie

***#r-1rJ\'
~ CE~TR~L- 1
____.....,
\-\\Gt\L~t.)1) P~Rt<.,
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Carrie
URAQT
Zeiker.
I just want to say hi.
Love.
Zel

My Little Munchkin.
IWPRNIINS!
Love.
The Old Lady

~(B~OGJ "'
'

iif:Dt,

'

Chicago land's used and
demo Stereo Specialists

Save✓ 40% to 70% off comparable
new prices
Every piece guaranteed like one of a
kind

To Batman and the Batmobile.
Too bad about the Joker moving in on the territory. I am not
too worried abou tit. because we
have the help of Robin to outsmart them all . including.
Catwoman, Riddler and the
Penguin.
Batgirl

Happy Birthday Q.B.
From Larry's Angels. That is
P.C ., S.C., AND B.C.
The Big 3 0 Ain't so bad!!!
Tom,
Thanks for being you:
Love.
Mrs. R

Linda Smith.
Happy birthday Saturday.
We' re gonna party all night.
. Cindy
Ellen.
P .S. Don' t be mad. about what I
Are any candidates for our
told you the other day, about you
" wild and crazy" girls club . know who .
yet?? You know we have to
· make the most of our weekend
Jim.
partying.
You still owe me a ride on
Hot Child
your motorcycle - I'm waiting!
in the City
Connie
Charity.
I honestly enjoy burnt pop,
com.
Greg

Hey Joe!
BEEP! BEEP!

CCapricorn Bill,
Wanna teach me how to float
Cancer Debie

Used Specials:
TX Teac 2340-R
Dual 1218 Complete
Bic 1000
Sony 5800
Marantz 6G
Marantz 1060 w 1case
Sherwood 711 0
Technics 5070
Dual1214

$489

Rockey,
I LIKE YOUR ARMS.

$85
$179
$249
$79each
$110
$110
$110
$59

· Much Much· More!!! Complete
systems from $75 to $750
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002 N.
·. California Chicago 338-n37

Dave B.
Thanks much for all your help
with the ads.
Debie G. ( Kial)

Mr. Mittman.
Remove the common factor
first.
Debie (W '77)

George,
Are you shy?

.

Show em what • you can do
Eagles.

Sue,
To hot to handle
to rough to touch
To hot, to rough
To much

'-- -

Happy Birthday Smitty you
cutey-pie. Have a nice day!
Guess who?

Is anyone ever gonna fix the
typewriters in the typing room?
Marty,
I think (I ho~) I'm doing
A.0.K.
Debie ( Devorah)

Bosco,
The last have been the best
. nine months of my life! Let's do
it again. I love you!

Personally Yours.
'
Sher

Quags.
I have nothing to say right
now so.too bad .
Guess who?
De Rumor.
It's nice to know there are
people around who respect other
people for what they are and not
for what they seem to be.
However. you can get kinky
anytime you want. with limitations of course! !
Be Truth

To Motorcycle Man.
You know I am scared of you
and blush by every sexual comment you make, but I guess
" good girls" don' t know how to
deal with " Macho Men". I don't
mind talking to you but please
don't make me blush no more.
Too Shy To Speak
Big Dipper,
· I promise not to hit your ha-ir.
if you let me be your manager.
So . . . have a breer and think
about it. Maybe I' 11 get you on
the same show as President
Wardrobe .
Little Dipper
For ,Sale : 1970 Cougar 351, A/C.
P / B. P / S, A✓ T, Am. 8 track.
rear defogger, many new parts .
No rust. Snow tires included.
. Call 6224898.
Tony DiNola.
Good luck with the new fencing club which will be meeting
Tuesday November 28. 1978 in
S-229.
Dartanian--Zi>rro,
Have fun with your new fenc- ·
ing club.
Steve
Dear Golden F1ute,
I am glad Dick introduced us.
Maybe you will get your chance ·
next test.
Ski
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To : The PL/I LOVER,
Did you make the appointment
with the shrink yet? Remember
its for three?
Rosa & Rosa Dos
Battlestar Gallactica,
Nropst Verdilact id ledips. Did
I say that right? If not, will pay
for your language lessons. Contact me via :
Planet Zitodo
73rd Light Year
Skylight, Mooz lP A24
,·.- ~ ;
( Just make ' a right· off_ star
.9,762 and take Expressway
Velop but don't take the Black
Hole exit. Take the next exit
straight out) .
A Fan froni
Squadron BeGti
Short, Dark, and Cute????
Someone must have fixed my
helmet when I wan' t looking
because my neck is all better.
Next time I come over I want to
see your bedroom.
GLISSMAN
Andy F.
Are you still around? When
are we gonna get married?
Debie from Wright
To Colt .. 35" ,
You said friends?????
Rumor ha s it.. ..
Adrianna,
Hope you'll like Donna Summer's concert. I see you there (I
hope) .
Signed 11 :30 show
Sas.
I hear you frat party experience are very rewarding.
Now I know you will go to all of

1'I

them.
Ozark

Jim.
You make me smile!! !
Magnet and Steel
Dana,
I hope you had a nice time because I did, Thanks.
Chris
P.S. Lets get together more
often .. How about a ski trip. You
know I' m always open to suggestions.

To all of Megdom :
We must " go for.it", get .. into
it", and stay "noninvolved" at
the same time if we are to reach
the heights 'of wisdom that our
proctor, Schwartz. M.D. , has reached thus far.
D.L.
Dear Greg,
I don't see any reason for Bob to
spread my rumors.
Twinkette,

•••

I appreciate your concern. ·I
am really sorry that we caused
you to worry.
Freck
, Dick,
Did you get the job?
Debie
Is anyone
typewriters
in the

***
gonna

fix

the

typing room?

***

Yossie :
Happy 30th plus 3 weeks.
Bubala
***

Dear Rex,
Say yes to What?
Signed.
Crash
Dear T-Bird,
Let's Change seats. but not really change seats ...
Signed.
Calm, Cool, &
Collected

Cif'rrl!,J,ue

rfl~w,n:7
STARTS FRIDAY.

To Bluebird.
Calm and Cool can show you a
good time and Collected can be
an alternate.

NOV.17
. Sorry. no passes or
reduced tickets
for this attraction.

Bruce,
Is it true that smoke gets in your
eyes??
Halloweens Little Girl

f?/4,,,r:1
Y7e~~eJ

t}~leJI.

•••

Dominick,
Now it's your tum to visit me!!!
Don't worry if you think others
don't like you; you know I
always will.
Barbara

•••

NANUNANU,
Since the Kona Kai has not
givewiis the opportwlity to sample their Ambrosia, I think we
will have to find it ourselves.
You .know we can always get
better Ambrosia and Lotus
anyway . , Possible from
Starbuck and Apollo.
Battlestar Galactica

•••

Dear Mike B.
Sunday night I was going to ask
Dirty Dan how he got his name.
Maybe it was good that I didn't
because he might have shown
me.
Love.
Golden Flute
***
To Motorcycle Man,
If you know that I am frightened
of you, does it make you wonder
why at all? • But I guess good
girls can't express themselves
well to Macho Men.
Too Shy to Speak ·

Dan,

Give me f1v~--minutes and I
will respect you!
Love Dean
John 0 ,
You really are a macho man.
Love Dan
Lance.

Only kiddie cocktails for you
from now on! ! ! How was that
Kitty!_!!
Guess Who

1

below-the-shoulder length
golden•brown hair. Do you see ,
me?
Disco Lady
P.S. I found out your name is
Mark .. mine begins with M, too!!

•••

To Super Jew,
As I run slowly out of Windex,
Megdom becomes more and
more blurred. Please get me
some more. in exchange for
film .. .
TheGl~Eye

•••

Martin,
What are you into these days?

Eileen,
Good Luck.

•••

Love Barb

Mike,
You hair is too short!!

Dan.

•••

Are you really from Hawaii.

Tom,
· You've got a great little car!!
Hope it .,.
mves you a lot of
Kathy,
You are really special. Look- · pleasure.
M
ing forward to whenever.
•••
Love.
Flar Chuck,
First it was UFO's!, then it was
dogs shoppint for their own food.
Rebels and Buzzers,
Let's face it, the nomads are What is' it going to be this week?
Just turned nineteen
now the superior club at U.N.I.
•••
- Toodles
Black
Cat,
P .S. Bolters 12, Restaurants 0.
Do you fall off bars often? Too
much cat nip huh?
Greg B.,
Wonder Woman
You are so cute when you
***
laugh at your own jokes!
A friend Brigett and/or Donna,
Do either of you want to go out
Sleeping Beauty.
Saturday night? If both of you do
Meet me on Nov. 20 where l that is fine too!
you dreaming. Are you free
'Tony
at noon? If you are, lunch is on
***
me!
Rob,
Lady'Poet If I was you I'd buy my popcorn
Red Lion,
already made!
Your last T-shirt did not excite
Your PingPong.Partner
me as much as the last one. Is
***
there anything you can do to Sue,
make up for this?
Next time you get caught try 1
The Last Rose guy instead of 5!
Chin Ho

saw

0118
r,9

Opryland has more live
music than Broadway! 15
fully-staged musicals featuring
more than 450 singers, dancers,
actors, instrumentalists, leader/
conductors, stage managers and techniclans make Opryland the perfect place
to break into show business.
Work with top professionals, earn
good salaries, and be seen by people who
count because Opryland is in Nashville-

Music City, USA!
Opryland groups perform
special events across the U.S.
and abroad...special productions
for recording industry executives,
producers, and publishers...and many
Opryland performers have gone on to
Broadway productions, national commercials, and network t.elevision primetime shows!
Make your own break at Opryland!

Auditions Schedule for Opryland

Chicago auditions will beheld Saturday, December 2, 1978, 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.,
Goodman School of Drama, (DePaul University), Stone Fine Arts Building,
Lecture-Recital Hall.
.

To Colt " 35".
Still Friends?????
Rumor Has It ...
Nanu Nanu,
Now that I will become a legal
comarade we can enjoy our Ambrosia and Lotus so much more,
of course with the help of
Starbuck . Appollo. Adama .
Athena and crew.
Battlestar Galactica
Vince.
Are you too shy to come and
talk to me? Please don't, you
don' t have to worry I won't bite!
Someone who wants to know you
better
HELLO RITA!

Opryland is an entertainment property of t he National Life and Accident I nsurance Company
An equal opportunity employer

Dear Blond Cutie,
I sit near the coin changer,
below ·-••you, l ,apd
,have .....
* illght
.,_
• •. •

Cindy
***
Sue,

I hope you dried off since Saturday!
Cindy

•••

Carla,
How did you knock his socks off
on Halloween? He wasn't wearing any! !
V's Forever

•••

French,
Why does Billy Dean Joel act
like " THE STRANGER" to me?
Deja Vu

•••

DANO
3 weeks is a long time--hell on
earth. Just remember I love you
and it' ll be all right. I promise to
take good care of my FOOT until
we are ready for it.

.
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ally didn' t want to talk l!bout
himself or his team.
"Talk to our captain. she
knows what is going on .
Coaches always get the
publicity. but is is the players
that make the coach."
So I did talk to the captain. the
only senior on the squad. Dianne
Quinn.
·
Quinn explained to me that the
team was working very hard
and they were looking forward
to next Wednesday night's
opener here against Chicago
State. Quinn talked mainly about
the coaching differences
between Lewis and last year's
coach "Chick" Lillis.
"Coach Lewis is coaching us
on game situations where as
'Chick' never did that."

watched the team practice
the other day and aqus very impressed with their progress from
last year. Center Sue
Noworoluik has improved
tremendously. Sue worked out
all summer on jumping and rebounding and should be much
improved.
Francine Porter is quicker
than last year. and the way
Dianne Quinn drives the basket
reminds one of Norm Van Lier.
To round out the returning
starters from last year is Karen
Reykjalin. And what a way to
round it out. Karen was the
team's leading scorer last year.
and should r:epeat that this
seaeon. Carmen Leyva who
plays good defense is also returning from last year's 10-12
team.
This will be the nucleus of the
team although Coach Lewis has
not announced his starters. "We
have 12 girls on the team and all
, will play."
The team has its problems
though . The biggest of which is
practice time. "Most of the girls
have class at 2:00 which is our
normal practice time."
Another problem is the fact
that Lewis has ever coached
women before. " It's very tough
to coach them, though they are
better fundamentally than I expected,'' said the rookie coach.
I feel that the team has
matured enough in the last year
to overcome these problems.
The team will probably start out
Grachlatiag seaiors (I to r) BUI ()'Ballena, like Rocen, Jim real slow, ~ i n « itself to
a new coach and his new
O'Keefe, BUI Boyle, Haney~- (,._. by Dick Qaagli•no)

More returning veterans in the
. team's history. More junior college transfer students than ever
before. More height. more
depth. more experience. more
.
wms
. . ..?
This is the look that the 1978-79
women; s varsity basketball
team gives when you first look
down the roster.
Now add a 22-year veteran
coach who has 5 state junior college championship' s to his
credit. Blend these ingredients
together and you come up with
what could be the best women's
basketball team this school has
ever had .
The new coach is Arnie Lewis
as mentioned before a veteran of
22 years. Lewis who used to
coach at Wilson City College, re-

-....

'

Hi_
gh Ho.pes For
Women's ·easketball

Golden Quail Award winner Herman "helicopter'' Peppers. (photo
by Dean Paul)

system. But by Mid-January the
team should be in full swing,
and could be a real dontender in
the state playoff.
•
My picks: Last week I was
11-3 thus bringing my season
total to 94-60. This is the
toughest week I have ever
picked. There are so many close
games it will be hard to call
them. But I'll do it anyway.
This Week : Falcons by 6 over
the
Bears. Bills
. by 4 over the Buccaneers:
Patriots by 7 over the Jets:
Eagles by 3 over the Giants:
Redskins bf 4 over the
Cardinals; Vikings by 6 over the
Chargers; Browns by 2 over the
Colts; Cowboys -by 14 over the
Saints; Seahawks by 1 over the

Chiefs; Steelers by 9 over the
Bengals; Raiders by 8 over the
Lions; Broncos by 7 over the
Packers, Rams by 17 over the
49ers ; Dolphins by 2 over the
Oilers. Now all I need to do is
pray .
THE GOLDEN QUAIL
AW ARD this week goes to
Herman Peppers. "Helicopter"
was 10-11 from the floor while
leading the Eagles to a convincing 86-68 victory ·o ver Lakeland.
A special mention goes to Art
1bompson for his four knockeddown passes in the Eagles loss
to Lakeland. Also a special mention to the five seniors on the
football team: Bill O'Halloran.
Bill Boyle, Mike Rogers. Jim
O'Keefe. and Harvey 'Martins.

..._

L: M.~etiTJ~ts._
In their' first encounter of the

season, the All-Stars. powered
by their great size, defeated
Unorganizcl Confusion. in a key
Blue division game.
In the first g31)1e, the All-Stars
crushed U.C. 12-3. The second
game was very close. up mtil
the final two minutes when the
All-Stars ran off 4 straight ·points
to win the game 8-3. The third
game, of no real significance
now also was won by the All-

-~-..Al-I-Stars Mo.v e Jnto First·

Stars 9-3. The victory moved the set up a final confrontation
All-Stars into a virtual tie for Thursday Nov. 16. At press time
first place with O.C. This was as the outcome was not known.
of Nov. 9.
This game will ~ ide the
But Organized Confusion did divisional winner in the Blue
• not hold onto that spot very long. section. In the Red section. The
Because last Tuesday. O.C. ran Stooges have already clinched it.
into No. 1 ranked Stooges. ' With their 8-0 record it is top in
1bough the first match was tied, the league. The battle for the
and the Stooges won the final
final playoff spot is. almost astwo games, th~ dropping O.C. sured to PEAK. PEAK needs
to second place. one game <;inly one win in their next three
behind the All-Stars. This will
remaining games to round out
the playoffs. IOf they do make it

they will play the winner of the
All-Starr - Unorganized Confusion Unorganized Confusioncontest. with the loser meeting
the Stooges in the first round of
the playoffs. Here is a look at
the standings as of Tuesday.
Nov. 12.
RED
Stooges : 8-0
PEAK: 4-3
QT's: 2-6
Porn-Porns : 1-6

BLUE
AU-Stars: 7-1
Unorganized Confusion: 5-2

Rahs : 2-5
Little Rascals: 1-7
PRINT POWER RATINGS
1. Stooges
2. All-Stars
3. Unorganized Cohfusion
4. PEAK
5. QT's
6. Rahs
7. Porn-Porns
8. Little Rascals

Hire An Expert
by A.B. Richards
I walked into the Print office
today anxious to type a story
only to find that my typewriter
was on the blink. After carefully
looking it over for a few
minutes, I discovered that the
only thing wrong with it was that
it was in dire need of a new ribbon.
"Well easy enough to
change," I thought as I popped
open the top of the machine to
behold all the complicated
gadgets it held • within . I
cautiously took out the used ribbon and pulled a new one
fromthe drawer of my desk 'and
patiently went to the task of installing it.
So I worked and I worked mtil
finally I came to the conclusion
that nothing sfi.ort of a miracle
would get that ribbon in the way'
jt was supposed to go in. I
looked up at the clock and real~ that I had spent about two ·
hours playing around with the

crazy machine.
It seems that these IBM Selectric typewriters require a ph.D
in engineering in order to work
on them . I kind of pride myself
in the fact that I'm pretty good
at figuring out mechanical problems, but this one was just impossible. I never realized before
today . how many parts go into
one electric typewriter, and was
further astounded as to why someone would design a piece of
equipment that was so complicated to work on. After some
careful consideration, I came up
with a few reasons as to the
nature of some designers reasoning.
1) They want you to call in a
factory trained expert to fix
something they designed poorly.
and to spend a lot of money.
2) They' re attemtping to increase the suicide rate through
the process of frustration . ·
3) They don't want you to fix
it, but'rather' bu:Y'A'l'le\V' ohe~' ..)' ~:.
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Overcast ·Eagles
Chilled by I BC
IBC fullba~k. who ran almost at tions, -jum-pa~ the ball to the
will all day, ran for 13 yards and tight end for a touchdown. UNI
Saturday as the Golden Eagles tJ:te score. This made it 21-0 and appealed its case to the head retook on IBC in both teams final , the first quarter still had two feree, but to no avail and IBC
went out in front 28-0.
contest. lt was also a day that minutes remaining.
UNI finally scored late in the
the weather would improve as
Early in the second quarter
much as the Eagles' play. They came the game' s most con- first half when Bliss hit Ray
both got colder.
troversial play. It was set up Meinsen on a 15 yard pa's s-to end
a 15 play, 67 yard drive: This
UNI .was never re~ly in the when IBC blocked a Bliss punt,
game, although the Eagles did giving them the ball on the drive was set up by a fumble reget the first break of the game. Eagle 12. For the first. time in covery by Ed Stefanowicz. Pat
This happened early in the first the last four games the Eagle Shine' s kick was wide and the
quarter when the IBC punter defense showed signs of how . score at the half was 28-6.
failed to field the snap and Steve · well they could play.
The third quarter was a scoreCatallo brought down the IBC
On first down the IBC fullback
less frame as the UNI defense
kicker, short of the first down crashed to the 8. On second
began to reassert itself. The deBut three incomplete passes ,down he ran to the 5. On third
fense had not looked as good as
ended the threat.
down, the IBC halfback swept
it did in the final half of the
IBC scored the first of their the left side, to get what apgame, since the October .7th
three first quarter touchdowns pear.ed to be anothe'r IBC first
game against Concordia. Ther
on a 5 play 61 yard drive. This down. With fourth and goal at
was an offensive highlight as
was -capped by a 35 yard pass to the Eagle 2¼ yard line IBC
Bliss hit his longest punt of the_
the right end.
faked a dive by the fullback and
seaso_n, 73 yards. IBC did. score
A UNI drive faltered and the quarterback kept the ball
once more on a halfback option
Charlie Bliss punted down to the around· the left end. There he
pass. This made the score 35-6,
IBC 32. This is where IBC ran was met by Jim O' Keefe and
which is the way it ended.
off a 8 play drive once again Bill O' Halloran. It appeared to
culminated by a touchdown this reporter · that the
The game was played on sad
pass ; this one for seven yards.
quarterback's forward progress note as head coach Dan Lanno
IBC ended their first quarter was stopped, but the official did was not present due to the death
blitz of the Eagles, when the IBC not agree, because no whistle of his father. Coach Boo Patrella
safety returned a Bliss punt to was heard. and the quarterback, was ·also not present due to a
the UNI 13. Two plays later the using quick thinking and reac- death in his familY.. The team
by Dick Quagliano
It was an overcast day last

a

Co-Captains Mike Rogers (61) and Charlie Bliss ( 10. (photo by Dick Quagliano)

1be Eagles enter the field for the final time this season. (photo by
Dick Quagliano)
was run by the remainder of the
coaching staff.
It was also the last game for
five UNI seniors: Jim O'Keefe.

Bill O' Halloran, Mike Rogers,
and Bill . Boyle. They will be
sorely missed. The loss dropped
Eagles to 3-7.

The receiver corps coach Jay Stranding, ( 15) Ray Meinsen, f 18) Charlie Bliss, and
I 13) Bob Gloppe. (~by Dick Quagliano)

Eagles Pepper Muskies
The fast break which had been twenty minutes. · In the second
~Y-John Stepal
Before last Friday's game at non-existen~ against the alumni half Helicopter cooled off and
Lakeland Herman Peppers read was also extinct in the first half missed an attempt. But Lindsay
my story and .a sked, " How come against Lakeland, primarily Douglas and he tallied enough
you didn't mention me?"
because the Muskies got back points to increase the Eagles'
I replied, " You score. ten quickly on defense. But it hardly already formidable advantage.
-points or do something else mattered, for UNI dominated Most of the Eagles' second half
the contest from the begiMing, points came off their break. as
worth writing about, and I will."
This is a typical conversation jumping to a 22-9 lead, with 11 '~ UNI took advantage of
Lakeland's clefensive lapses.
at Northeastern. Plenty of times minutes left before the half.
Besides Peppers' twenty,
athletes have inquired abot.t see- With the exception of three fouls
ing their name in the PRINT, on center Marcus Dillard and three other Eagles accounted for
only to phase out in their next Lakeland being in the bonus double figures. Douglas had . 16,
contest. But not so in the case of already, everything looked - Dillard 12, and Dennis Walsh
scored 10 points and added 14 rePeppers.
bright for the Eagles.
Even with Dillard gone, bounds. Also instrumental was
All the 6'2" junior out of Harrison did was hit 10 of 11 shots Northeastern did not suffer the play of guard Eric Sawrer.
and score twenty points in a sub- much, for Pete Shimari came in who set up several baskets with
stitute role. "Helicopter" even and did a fine job, especially on his fine passing.
Northeastem' s next task is
lived up to his nickname, sealing the defensive boards. The entire
just a bit tougher : they have to
Lakeland's doom with an team played well defensively.
play the Iowa State Cyclones, a
acrobatic_Slam dunk late in the forcing the Muskies into several
second half. Bt.t the swingman's turnovers. UNI went into the team that features the nation's
. play was just · one of locker room at halftime leading · third leading rebounder. as well
as the Big Eight's leading
Northeastem's keys in their im- ~24.
Peppers had made all five of scorer. On November 25, the day
pressive BS-68 debut victory over
after, the Eagles , play at St.
the Muskies.
his shots in the game's first

Norbert.
Perhaps after tilese games, a
more accurate assessment can

be made. But (or now. UNI definitely_ has a basketball team
worth writing about.

1978-79 MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DAY

DATE

TEAM

Fri.
Fri.
FrL
Sat.
Tues.
Sat.

Nov .
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Mon.

Dec. _4

Alumni Game
Lakeland
Iowa State
St. Norbert.
St. Joseph
Wisconsin-White Water
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Ferris State
·
McKendree
Lakeland
Wright State
George Williams
Lewis St. Xavier
St. Francis
lilinois _Institute of
Technology
Chicago State
George Williams
Loras
Lewis
Rockford
St. Xavier
St. Francis
Illinois Institute of
Tachnology
Chicago State
Grand Valley

Sat.

3
10

24
25
21!,
2

Dec. 9

Thurs.
Fri .

Dec. 14

iat.

Jan. 6
Jan. 9 ·

*Tues.
'Fri.
*Fri.
*Tues.
*Thurs.
*Tues.
*Fri.
Sat.
*Tues.
Wed.
*Tues.

"Sat.
· •rues.
~Fri .

Wed .

Dec. 15

Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 23
Jan . 25
Jan . 30

Feb. 2
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Feb. 23
Feb. 28

*Conference Games

PLACE

TIME

UNI
7:30 P.M.
. 8:00 P.M.
Sheboygan, WI.
Ames, IA.
7:30 P.M.
West DePere, WI.
7:30 P.M.
Renesselair, WI.
7:30 P.M.
White Water, WI.
7:30 P.M .
Green Bay, WI.
7:30 P.M.
· Big Rapids, WI.
7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
Dayton, OH.
7:30 P.M.
UNI
. 7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M . .
UNI
7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
Downers Grove, IL. 7:30 P.M.
Dubuque, IA.
7:30 P.M.
Lockport, IL.
7:30 f'.M.
UNI
7:30 P.M.
Chicago, IL.
7:30 P.M.
Joliet, IL.
8:30 P.M.
Chicago, IL.
7:30 P.~ .

Chicago, IL.
Allendale, Ml.

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

